




remote   to   any   possible   influence   of   the   observer   having   radically   different 
probabilities.  The concept only  applies   to  an  observer  defined by a structure of 
information, so cannot apply to the physical bodies of human observers. However, 








not  be  possible   to  alter   the  destiny  of   the  observer   to   reduce   the  probability  of 
unwanted   events   to   background   probability,   as   in   the   example  Mitra   uses   to 
demonstrate the principle, it would be possible to increase the probability of desired 






apply only  to a  physical  observer due  to  the entanglement  of   the  body with  the state of   the 
environment  (Chown,2009).   However,   for   an   observer   defined   solely   as   a   structure   of 
information Mitra's   startling  dictum  regarding  the effect  of  memory on  the  definition of   the 






















elementary   and   occurs   with   every   observation   the   observer   makes.   Thus   by   addition   of 
information and  the creation of  correlations,  observers  could alter   the  effective destiny.  In  a 
relational quantum mechanics, the determinacy of the physical environment is defined solely by 





















Deutsch  casts  doubt  on  Mitra's   logic  “based  on   the  probabilities  of  outcomes   in  parallel 
universes” saying that such conclusions are speculative, while also noting that “probability is not 
yet sufficiently well understood to say so definitively” (Chown,2009). However, in a relational 
quantum mechanics  no  speculation   is   required,   the  physical  environment  of   the  observer   is 
defined by, and only by, the correlations with  the environment. If a correlation is eliminated, 
then the aspect and properties of the environment with which the observer was correlated are no 





with  the environment  and thus unable  to  alter   the sector  of   the multiverse   they were  in  by 
deleting  memory.1  As   physical   beings   it   seems   highly   unlikely  we  would   qualify   for   this 
interesting phenomenon. However, in Everett's no­collapse formulation he makes the 'function 
of the memory contents' the sole causal functional process of the observer.













Judged   by   the   state   of   the  memory   in   almost   all   of   the   observer   states,   the 
probabilistic conclusion of the usual "external observation" formulation of quantum 
theory are valid. In other words, pure Process 2 wave mechanics, without any initial 




































feelings,  memories  and expectations,  all  of  which are  observations and are  added to   the  self 
identity in the world hologram. This accessible self identity is the sum total, both physical and 




































a   relational   quantum  mechanics   at   the   experiential   level,   since   each   observer   has   a   unique 
correlations record, and thus encounters a unique physical environment.
In the light of the concept of universe superposition it is easy to see why, at the experiential 
level,   the  principle  of  Mitra's  concept  must  apply.  The  world  hologram  is  a  virtual   reality2, 

























existence   is   the   subjective   life   of   each   person,   the   stream   of   consciousness,   the   flow   of 
observations   and   the   experience  of   the  process  of   reality.  On   this  view,   each   individual   is 
primarily an information process in the overall system of the Everettian universe, one defining at 
each point in time the determinacy of both the body and the effective universe of that observer. 











other   property   of   such   a   reality,   highly   indeterminate.   Functionally,   the   presence   of   other 




observer  holds  a  very  different  status   to  other  observers  perceived   in   the   reality.  However, 
objectively   it   is   the   exact  opposite,   in   that   all   observers   are   inherently  of   equal   status;   all 
observers are acknowledged as equally real,  but each in a personal parallel reality.  This is a 




















and   the   cycle   continues   indefinitely.  This   provides   the   appearance   of   collapse  proposed   by 
Everett and it applies directly to the structure of information defined by the cumulative sum of 




















memory.  However,   this   avenue   is   still  not  open   to  us   since   it   is  not  possible   to   selectively 
eliminate information from human memory.3 However, although elimination of records is not an 




All  observations  change   the   sector  of   the  universe   the  observer   is   in,  but   in   the  context 
described here, fake observations, adding information directly to the memory of the observer, 
must  have the same effect on the sector of  the multiverse as making a real observation. If a 































different   sector  of   the  multiverse,   the  addition  of   fake  observations   to   the  memory  must  be 
equally   effective;   interacting   positively   with   the   destiny  must   work   as   well   as   doing   do 






















these  events  being experienced,   since  they would  be  added  to   the  world hologram and  thus 
influence   the   destiny,   the   probabilistic   definition   of   the   future   of   the   effective   physical 
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